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At the referee’s request, we have added our progress in the Rietveld refinement of

UZM-5 to the Supporting Information. Since we originally submitted this article, we

came up with a better sample preparation that yielded better x-ray data. The preparation

involves a series of post-synthesis treatments that we had to do specifically to enhance

the diffraction properties of the crystals. This work is still in progress, but it is looking

better than what we had a few months ago. Our concern with our Rietveld structure

involves the positions of one oxygen atom along the c-direction. We feel this problem is

due to the broad 00L peaks in our diffraction patterns. Our newer data gives better

positions for this oxygen atom. Our recent results in figure 1 below show good agreement

between the synchrotron data and the calculated UZM-5 diffraction patterns. There is a

minor sodalite impurity in this particular sample. When we finish addressing all the

issues, we plan to publish the structure solution of UZM-5 in a much longer and more

detailed paper along with the Rietveld coordinates.

Figure 1. Experimental (green) and calculated diffraction pattern (red) from Rietveld
refinement, along with the difference pattern for UZM-5. (λ = 0.9985 Å)



Figure 2. The diffraction patterns for UZM-4 and Zeolite Q, both of the BPH topology,

are compared. A shift to higher angle is seen in the pattern for UZM-4 is indicative of a

higher Si/Al ratio. This data was collected using Cu-Kα radiation.



Figure 3. This figure shows a comparison of the experimental diffraction pattern for

UZM-4 (top) and that calculated from a DLS refinement (bottom).

The experimental UZM-4 pattern was collected on a Scintag diffractometer using Cu-Kα

radiation. The data was indexed on a hexagonal cell with a = 13.307 Å and c = 13.251 Å,

and the space group was determined to be P-62m. Accelrys Materials Studio Version

2.1.5 was used for the DLS simulation. Using the observed space group and lattice

parameters for UZM-4, the simulation employed the reference constants <T-O> = 1.668

Å, <T-T> = 3.182 Å, and <O-O> = 2.724 Å. Psuedo-voigt profiles with anisotropic

crystallite size broadening parameters (La = Lb = 800 Å, Lc = 400 Å) were employed.

Although the agreement is quite good, differences may be due to the fact that the

experimental pattern contains organic templates, intrapore cations and some background

in addition to the framework atoms modeled in the simulation.


